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BETTER RIGS  
FOR SEA-TROUT

Jens Bursell explains how to make his groundbreaking new hook rigs  
for sea-trout and salmon flies

L AST MONTH  
I revealed how few 
sea-trout – about 40 
per cent – are 
landed following 
their initial 

“contact” with a fly dressed on a 
size 8-10 single hook or bigger or a 
tube-fly mounted with a size 8-10 
single hook or bigger. 

By contrast, I am able to land on 
average 90 per cent of sea-trout 
using my new rigs, in which size 
12 micro-treble hooks or smaller 
are mounted asymmetrically to 
either a dressed hook shank  
or a tube-fly.

“Asymmetric” means that the 
micro treble is fished off the 
longitudinal axis of the fly, 
ie, hanging beneath the fly. 

TH R EE R IGS TO TRY
Asymmetry can be obtained in 
several ways and I have designed 
the following rigs for different 
styles of fly-fishing  
and spinning:

L-Rigs, where the treble hook is 
mounted in a bloodloop at the  
end of the tube-fly.

Release Rigs, where a hooklink 
runs under a dressed single-hook, 
with a treble hook in a knot  
1 cm-2 cm from the end of the 
hooklink. The hooklink is then 
semi-fixed to the “end” of the 
single-hook’s shank.

Reloose Rig, which is basically 
the same as The Release Rig but 
the hooklink dangles loosely 
under/around the end of the 
single-hook fly.

 

In the L-Rig, the hook is mounted in a bloodloop, which hangs 
at a right angle to the tippet. The degree of asymmetry is 
controlled by adjusting the size of the loop – the thicker the 

body of the fly, the longer the loop – bearing in mind that the 
L-rig works best with relatively sparsely dressed tube-flies up to 
4 cm in length. The optimal loop length is 3 mm-5 mm.

M IN IM A L L E V ER AGE 
A fish can lever itself off a  
hook anchored into the back  
of a tube or, in the case of a 
dressed fly, off the point of a 
longshanked hook.

On the L-rig the leverage effect 
is reduced to a minimum: the 
tube can slide up the tippet. Also, 
the thin, soft tubing acts as a 
buffer that “absorbs” potential 
negative leverage. 

The Release and Reloose Rigs 
are 100 per cent leverage-free – 
the short-shanked treble hangs 
loosely so the fish can’t gain 
leverage. The effect of this is not 
only less damage to the fish but 
also a reduced risk that the small 
hook will straighten or tear  
out during the fight.

1. Thread the leader through the eye of the hook. You will achieve the best gape exposure by turning the hook exactly like this. 2. Turn the end of 
the leader around itself five times. 3. Open the middle turn with your thumb nail. 4 Push/drag the hook through the open turn, spit on the knot and 
tighten it slowly, while you adjust the length of the loop to suit your needs. 5. The finished L-rig in its simplest form, which reveals how the knot 
should look. The diameter of the knot should be thicker than the inner diameter of the tube. Note: When turned correctly in the loop only one hook 
“branch” points forward optimising the chance of hitting the fish with one point, making it easier to penetrate the flesh and secure a deep hold.

L-RIGS
FOR STA N DA R D TU BE-FLIES
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KNOW HOW

With heavily dressed flies it’s an advantage if the bloodloop is 
semi-fixed, reducing the risk of the loosely dangling hook 
catching the materials of the fly. You can achieve this with a 

powergum stopknot inserted into a tube’s sleeve, a floatstop 
inserted into the sleeve, or with the knot semi-fixed into  
a T-cut made in the sleeve.

L-R IG USING A STOPKNOT 

L-R IG USING A FLOAT STOP L-R IG USING A “T” CUT INTO SLEEV E

1. Form a loop from a length of  
7 lb powergum (eg Gardner Tackle 
Powergum from Chapman’s 
Angling) against the leader in front 
of the bloodloop/L-rig.  2. Take the 
end of the powergum and make a 
turn over the leader and through 
the loop.  3. Make five turns in total.  
4. Slowly pull the ends of the 
powergum and tighten the turns to 
form the stopknot. Cut off the ends 
and slide the stopknot down the 
leader to the bloodloop/L-rig.   
5. Pull the stopknot into the plastic 
sleeve mounted at the end of the 
tube. 6. The bloodloop/L-rig  
is now semi-fixed. The sleeve  
and the stopknot’s position must 
be adjusted so that the bloodloop/
L-rig cannot be pulled into the 
sleeve, which would change the 
important 90-degree angle 
between the bloodloop and  
the leader.

FOR BU LK Y TU BE-FLIES

If the inner diameter of the end of the tube is large, the L-rig can often be semi-fixed 
via a float stop instead of a stopknot. It will sit snugly in the tube’s plastic sleeve. 

1. Take a thick-walled piece of silicone tube and cut  
a “T” in it with sharp-pointed fly-tying scissors.   
2. Pull the L-rig/bloodloop into the T, so the knot is 
semi-fixed and the loop locked into the part of the T 
that is at a right angle to the tube.
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1. Thread a snaphook (eg Mustad Snaphook 
77145-2 from Angling Active) on to the leader 
with the opening point nearest the fly (a).  
Tie a five-turn stopknot with 7 lb Gardner 
Tackle Powergum (b). Pull very tight.  2. Tie  
the treble into a bloodloop, as in the L-rig (see 
p62). Thread a 3 mm-4 mm piece of silicone 
tubing on to the tag end (leave 2 cm – you can 
trim any excess after final adjustments) and tie 
an overhand knot in the tag, so that the tube 
doesn’t slide off.  3. Cut off the point and half 
of the bend of the dressed single-hook with 
pliers and then smooth the end with a file,  
so that it’s not sharp. Mount the fly in the 
snaplock. Adjust the length of the hooklink  
by gently pushing the stopknot up or down  
the hooklink. When this is done, semi-fix the 
hooklink at the end by pushing the silicone 
tubing up on to the remaining hookbend of  
the single-hook. Make adjustments to the rig 
by pulling the end of the hooklink up or down 
inside the silicone tube. I buy thick-walled 
silcone tube from www.lineloops.dk

1. Make an overhand knot at the 
end of the leader to prevent the 
silicone tube from falling off the 
end of the hooklink (tag). Thread 
a 3 mm-4 mm piece of silicone 
tube over the leader and thread 
the leader through the eye of a 
micro treble. Wrap the leader 
around the hook shank five 
times (inset).  2. Thread the end 
of the leader back through the 
eye of the hook.  3. Mount the  
fly on the release rig with the 
snaplock at the front and  
silicone tubing at the end.

FOR DR ESSED SINGLE-HOOKS A N D TU BE-FLIES
This rig has a semi-fixed anchorpoint in the front and a 
hooklink with hanging micro treble running “parallel” under 
the fly. The hooklink is semi-fixed to the severed bend of the 
hook by a piece of silicone tube.

During the cast and the retrieve the hooklink is semi-fixed 
under the fly, but when a fish takes and shakes its head for  
the first time, the hooklink is released from the fly, so  

that it can slide freely up the leader. This rig is 100 per cent  
free of leverage from the fly. 

The Release Rig can be used on dressed single-hooks  
and tube-flies. The treble hook can be tied on with a bloodloop 
or no-knot (see below). Release Rigs are better suited to larger  
flies compared to the L-Rig. I use this for flies with a length  
of 4 cm-20 cm+. 

R EL E A SE R IG W ITH A BL O ODL O OP

It is important that 
the silicone tube fits 
the diameter of the 
hookbend 
perfectly, so that it 
doesn’t release 
during the cast and 
retrieve, but 
releases perfectly 
at the moment you 
hook a fish. Thick-
walled clear silicone 
tubing works best.

R EL E A SE R IG  
W ITH A NO -K NOT
Some fly-fishers don’t like the 
thought of loosely dangling 
hooks, especially on flies with 
long fibres where there is the 
potential of tangling. If you 
prefer fixed hooks, use a not-a-
knot with the hook semi-fixed.

The hook can be fished loosely, dangling in 
either a 2 mm-4 mm bloodloop (as the L-rig) 
or in a 2 mm-3 mm Rapala loop (as tied in the 
film www.fiskogfri.dk/release-takel/).

Normally I prefer a bloodloop for bulky 
flies because it exposes the hook better. 
With the Rapala loop, the hook is positioned 
a little further back on the rig, which can be 
good for longer flies. A bloodloop can  
be used only with trebles, the Rapala  
loop can be used with trebles,  
doubles and singles. 
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W H AT A BOU T D OU BL E S?
The landing rate of small double-
hooks, size 12-14, is often good, so you 
may wonder why I haven’t included 
them in these rigs. There are two main 
reasons: 1) It is not possible to achieve 
landing rates with doubles that are as 
high as asymmetrically mounted 
micro trebles and 2) doubles do more 
damage to fish.

Because of gravity, it is normal that 
doubles hit and penetrate with both 
hook points. My experience is that  
90 per cent of fish are hooked on two 
points and 10 per cent on one point. 
With normally mounted trebles the 
normal frequency is 50 per cent on 
one point, 40 per cent on two points 
and 10 per cent on three points. With 
my rigs you can optimise for 
penetration on one point, because it’s 
easier to control the orientation of the 
hook in the water by the ways it hangs 
from the bloodloop. This often gives a 
frequency of 70 per cent of fish 
hooked on one point, 20 per cent on 
two points and 10 per cent on three 
points. So the chance of hitting with 
one point instead of two points is 5-7 
times higher when using a treble 
compared to a double. When just one 
point hits the tissue less power is 
needed for it to penetrate – and hold. 

The angle of a double-hook’s eye 
relative to its gapes, combined with 
the fact that gapes are only pointing 
in one direction, makes it unsuitable 
for many of my symmetric rigs where 
a bloodloop is used.

As outlined in (1), more and bigger 
hook points will penetrate the tissue 
when using doubles without leading 
to a higher landing rate. This is why 
doubles leave bigger hook scars and 
cause more damage to fish. A size 12 
double hook will make a 20 per cent 
bigger wound than a size 12 treble 
mounted in the same way.

This rig is extremely simple – and is essentially just a Release Rig hanging loose – 
hence the name. With this variant I just mount the hook in a 2 mm-3 mm Rapala Loop. 
It’s a little bit easier to make than the Release Rig but as the hooklink hangs loose, the 
hook will sink away from the fly if you don’t keep it in constant movement. Therefore I 
only use this system when fishing across or downstream in a good current; classic 
salmon and sea-trout fishing. In this situation the pressure from the current will 
automatically hold the hook dangling just under/behind the fly in the perfect position. 

FIN D OU T MOR E
Visit Jens’s website to read more about 
why asymmetrically mounted micro 
trebles can help you to land more 
salmon and sea-trout. Jens has made 
many other variations of the rigs 
depicted here for metal lures, plugs and 
spinners. Website: www.bursell.dk  

RELOOSE RIG

Note the treble is 
not attached to the 

severed shank of 
the single hook. It 
is kept in position 

by the force of the 
river’s current.

A ReleaseRig. Its work done, the hooklink has been re-attached to the dressed hook shank.


